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1.  Maumbury Rings:
 Chapter XI 

“The Ring at Casterbridge was merely the local name of one of the 
finest Roman Amphitheatres, if not the very finest, remaining in 
Britain.

The Amphitheatre was a huge circular enclosure, with a notch at 
opposite extremities of its diameter north and south. From its sloping 
internal form it might have been called the spittoon of the Jotuns. It 
was to Casterbridge what the ruined Coliseum is to modern Rome, 
and was nearly of the same magnitude. The dusk of evening was 
the proper hour at which a true impression of this suggestive place 
could be received. Melancholy, impressive, lonely, yet accessible 
from every part of the town, the historic circle was the frequent spot 
for appointments of a furtive kind. Intrigues were arranged there; 
tentative meetings were there experimented after divisions and feuds. 
But one kind of appointment--in itself the most common of any--
seldom had place in the Amphitheatre: that of happy lovers.” 

2. Henchard’s House:
 Barclay’s Bank

THIS fine late eighteenth-century building, which sports 
a blue plaque confirming the status of its fictional occu-
pants, was described by Hardy as ‘one of the best-faced with 

dull red-and-grey old brick’, a view endorsed more recently by Pevsner 
who confirms its ‘unmistakeable air of superiority ... faced with nothing but 
vitrified headers’. Through the open front door Elizabeth-Jane ‘could 
see through the passage to the end of the garden - nearly a quarter of a mile off’ – as 
we shall discover. 

3. St George’s Fordington: 
 Chapter XX 

“Winter had almost come, and unsettled weather made Elizabeth-
Jane still more dependent upon indoor resources. But there were 
certain early winter days in Casterbridge--days of firmamental 
exhaustion which followed angry south-westerly tempests--when, if 
the sun shone, the air was like velvet. She seized on these days for her 
periodical visits to the spot where her mother lay buried--the still-
used burial-ground of the old Roman-British city, whose curious 
feature was this, its continuity as a place of sepulture. Mrs.Henchard’s 
dust mingled with the dust of women who lay ornamented with glass 
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hair-pins and amber necklaces, and men who held in their mouths 
coins of Hadrian, Posthumus, and the Constantines.

Half-past ten in the morning was about her hour for seeking this 
spot--a time when the town avenues were deserted as the avenues of 
Karnac. Business had long since passed down them into its daily cells, 
and Leisure had not arrived there. So Elizabeth-Jane walked and 
read, or looked over the edge of the book to think, and thus reached 
the churchyard. There, approaching her mother’s grave she saw a 
solitary dark figure in the middle of the gravel-walk. This figure, too, 
was reading; but not from a book: the words which engrossed it being 
the inscription on Mrs. Henchard’s tombstone. The personage was in 
mourning like herself, was about her age and size, and might have 
been her wraith or double, but for the fact that it was a lady much 
more beautifully dressed than she.”

4. Ten-Hatches Weir:
 Chapter XLI

“To the east of Casterbridge lay moors and meadows through which 
much water flowed. The wanderer in this direction who should 
stand still for a few moments on a quiet night, might hear singular 

symphonies from these waters, as from a lampless orchestra, all 
playing in their sundry tones from near and far parts of the moor. At 
a hole in a rotten weir they executed a recitative; where a tributary 
brook fell over a stone breastwork they trilled cheerily; under an arch 
they performed a metallic cymballing, and at Durnover Hole they 
hissed. The spot at which their instrumentation rose loudest was a 
place called Ten Hatches, whence during high springs there proceeded 
a very fugue of sounds.

The river here was deep and strong at all times, and the hatches on 
this account were raised and lowered by cogs and a winch. A path led 
from the second bridge over the highway to these Hatches, crossing 
the stream at their head by a narrow plank-bridge. But after night-
fall human beings were seldom found going that way, the path leading 
only to a deep reach of the stream called Blackwater, and the passage 
being dangerous.

Henchard, however, leaving the town by the east road, proceeded 
to the second, or stone bridge, and thence struck into this path of 
solitude, following its course beside the stream till the dark shapes of 
the Ten Hatches cut the sheen thrown upon the river by the weak lustre 
that still lingered in the west. In a second or two he stood beside the 
weir-hole where the water was at its deepest. He looked backwards 
and forwards, and no creature appeared in view. He then took off 

his coat and hat, and stood on the 
brink of the stream with his hands 
clasped in front of him.

While his eyes were bent on 
the water beneath there slowly 
became visible a something 
floating in the circular pool 
formed by the wash of centuries; 
the pool he was intending to make 
his death-bed. At first it was 
indistinct by reason of the shadow 
from the bank; but it emerged 
thence and took shape, which 
was that of a human body, lying 
stiff and stark upon the surface of 
the stream.

In the circular current imparted 
by the central flow the form was 

brought forward, till it passed under his eyes; and then he perceived 
with a sense of horror that it was HIMSELF. Not a man somewhat 
resembling him, but one in all respects his counterpart, his actual 
double, was floating as if dead in Ten Hatches Hole.

The sense of the supernatural was strong in this unhappy man, and 
he turned away as one might have done in the actual presence of an 
appalling miracle. He covered his eyes and bowed his head. Without 
looking again into the stream he took his coat and hat, and went 
slowly away.”

5. Mixen Lane:
 Chapter XXXVI

“Though the upper part of Durnover was mainly composed of a curious 
congeries of barns and farm-steads, there was a less picturesque side 
to the parish. This was Mixen Lane, now in great part pulled down.

Mixen Lane was the Adullam of all the surrounding villages. It was the 
hiding-place of those who were in distress, and in debt, and trouble 
of every kind. Farm-labourers and other peasants, who combined a 
little poaching with their farming, and a little brawling and bibbing 
with their poaching, found themselves sooner or later in Mixen Lane. 
Rural mechanics too idle to mechanize, rural servants too rebellious 
to serve, drifted or were forced into Mixen Lane.Ten Hatches Weir 

Mixen Lane
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The lane and its surrounding thicket of thatched cottages stretched 
out like a spit into the moist and misty lowland. Much that was sad, 
much that was low, some things that were baneful, could be seen in 
Mixen Lane. Vice ran freely in and out certain of the doors in the 
neighbourhood; recklessness dwelt under the roof with the crooked 
chimney; shame in some bow-windows; theft (in times of privation) 
in the thatched and mud-walled houses by the sallows. Even slaughter 
had not been altogether unknown here. In a block of cottages up an 
alley there might have been erected an altar to disease in years gone 
by. Such was Mixen Lane in the times when Henchard and Farfrae 
were Mayors.

Yet this mildewed leaf in the sturdy and flourishing Casterbridge plant 
lay close to the open country.  A brook divided the moor from the 
tenements, and to outward view there was no way across it--no way to 
the houses but round about by the road. But under every householder’s 
stairs there was kept a mysterious plank nine inches wide; which plank 
was a secret bridge.

If you, as one of those refugee householders, came in from business 
after dark--and this was the business time here--you stealthily 
crossed the moor, approached the border of the aforesaid brook, and 
whistled opposite the house to which you belonged. A shape thereupon 
made its appearance on the other side bearing the bridge on end 
against the sky; it was lowered; you crossed, and a hand helped you 
to land yourself, together with the pheasants and hares gathered from 
neighbouring manors. 

Walking along the lane at dusk the stranger was struck by two or 
three peculiar features therein. One was the frequency of white 
aprons over dingy gowns among the women around the doorways. A 
white apron is a suspicious vesture in situations where spotlessness 
is difficult; moreover, the industry and cleanliness which the white 
apron expressed were belied by the postures and gaits of the women 
who wore it—their knuckles being mostly on their hips  and their 
shoulders against door-posts; while there was a curious alacrity 
in the turn of each honest woman’s head upon her neck and in the 
twirl of her honest eyes, at any noise resembling a masculine footfall 
along the lane.

The inn called Peter’s finger was the church of Mixen Lane. It was 
centrally situate, as such places should be, and bore about the same 
social relation to the Three Mariners as the latter bore to the King’s 
Arms.”

6. The King’s Arms:
 Chapter V

“A few score yards brought them to the spot where the town band was 
now shaking the window-panes with the strains of “The Roast Beef of 
Old England.” The building before whose doors they had pitched their 
music-stands was the chief hotel in Casterbridge--namely, the King’s 
Arms. A spacious bow-window projected into the street over the main 
portico, and from the open sashes came the babble of voices, the jingle 
of glasses, and the drawing of corks. The blinds, moreover, being left 
unclosed, the whole interior of this room could be surveyed from the 
top of a flight of stone steps to the road-waggon office opposite, for 
which reason a knot of idlers had gathered there.”

7. High Place Hall:
 Chapter XXI

THE substantial building on your right as Glyde Path 
Road opens out into the County Hall complex, is Col-
liton House, an irregular L-plan stone-faced seven-

teenth-century house with arcaded chimney stacks – the model 
for High Place Hall, which Hardy transposed from this site to the 
corner of South Street. 

The home of the Churchill family, whose arms can still be seen 
over the entrance porch, its extensive park stretched north and 
west to the Roman boundaries. 

On Elizabeth-Jane’s first visit to the house she is unsettled by a 
mask, exhibiting a comic leer in an arch above a studded doorway 
– a leer greatly distorted by stone-throwing boys whose ‘blows there-
on had chipped off the lips and jaws as if they had been eaten away by disease’. This 
arch with distorted mask until recently adorned the doorway of 
the County Museum library.

The King’s Arms High Place Hall
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8. Pummery:
 Chapter XVI

“Everybody applauded the Mayor’s proposed entertainment, espe-
cially when it became known that he meant to pay for it all himself.

Close to the town was an elevated green spot surrounded by an ancient 
square earthwork--earthworks square and not square, were as 
common as blackberries hereabout--a spot whereon the Casterbridge 
people usually held any kind of merry-making, meeting, or sheep-fair 
that required more space than the streets would afford. On one side it 
sloped to the river Froom, and from any point a view was obtained of 
the country round for many miles. This pleasant upland was to be the 
scene of Henchard’s exploit.

He advertised about the town, in long posters of a pink colour, that 
games of all sorts would take place here; and set to work a little 
battalion of men under his own eye. They erected greasy-poles for 
climbing, with smoked hams and local cheeses at the top. They placed 
hurdles in rows for jumping over; across the river they laid a slippery 
pole, with a live pig of the neighbourhood tied at the other end, to 
become the property of the man who could walk over and get it. 
There were also provided wheelbarrows for racing, donkeys for the 
same, a stage for boxing, wrestling, and drawing blood generally; 
sacks for jumping in. Moreover, not forgetting his principles, 
Henchard provided a mammoth tea, of which everybody who lived 
in the borough was invited to partake without payment. The tables 
were laid parallel with the inner slope of the rampart, and awnings 
were stretched overhead.Passing to and fro the Mayor beheld the 
unattractive exterior of Farfrae’s erection in the West Walk, rick-
cloths of different sizes and colours being hung up to the arching trees 
without any regard to appearance. He was easy in his mind now, for 
his own preparations far transcended these.

The morning came. The sky, which had been remarkably clear down 
to within a day or two, was overcast, and the weather threatening, the 
wind having an unmistakable hint of water in it. Henchard wished he 
had not been quite so sure about the continuance of a fair season. But 
it was too late to modify or postpone, and the proceedings went on. At 
twelve o’clock the rain began to fall, small and steady, commencing 
and increasing so insensibly that it was difficult to state exactly when 
dry weather ended or wet established itself. In an hour the slight 

moisture resolved itself into a monotonous smiting of earth by heaven, 
in torrents to which no end could be prognosticated.

A number of people had heroically gathered in the field but by three 
o’clock Henchard discerned that his project was doomed to end in 
failure. The hams at the top of the poles dripped watered smoke in 
the form of a brown liquor, the pig shivered in the wind, the grain 
of the deal tables showed through the sticking tablecloths, for the 
awning allowed the rain to drift under at its will, and to enclose the 
sides at this hour seemed a useless undertaking. The landscape over 
the river disappeared; the wind played on the tent-cords in aeolian 
improvisations, and at length rose to such a pitch that the whole 
erection slanted to the ground those who had taken shelter within it 
having to crawl out on their hands and knees.”

Pummery 

Poundbury Fair c. 1890



The Thomas Hardy Society (THS) is an educational Charity founded in 1968 
with the intention of promoting public knowledge and understanding of 
the life and works of the Dorset poet and novelist to anyone with an interest 
in Thomas Hardy anywhere in the world. It is a Society as much for the 
lay-enthusiast as the scholar, student or general reader.

The Mayor of Casterbridge walk was devised by Tony Fincham, THS 
Chairman. Starting at Maumbury Rings on Weymouth Avenue, it provides for 
a full exploration of Michael Henchard’s Casterbridge, meandering through 
the town to Durnover and Ten Hatches Weir; and returning via Mixen Lane 
and High Place Hall to finish at Pummery (Poundbury Hill Fort).

Further reading:
Hardy’s Landscape Revisited by Tony Fincham, Robert Hale 2010
Exploring Thomas Hardy’s Wessex by Tony Fincham, Dovecote 2016

www.hardysociety.org


